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Abstract

Background
When measuring assessment quality, increasing focus is placed on the value of station level metrics in the detection and remediation of problems in the assessment.

Aims
This paper investigates how disparity between checklist scores and global grades in an OSCE can provide powerful new insights at the station level whenever such disparities occur, and develops metrics to indicate when this is a problem.

Method
This retrospective study uses OSCE data from multiple examinations to investigate the extent to which these new measurement of disparity complements existing station level metrics.

Results
In stations where existing metrics are poor, the new metrics provide greater understanding of the underlying sources of error. Equally importantly, stations of apparently satisfactory ‘quality’ based on traditional metrics are shown to sometimes have problems of their own – with a tendency for checklist score ‘performance’ to be judged stronger than would be expected from the global grades awarded.

Conclusions
There is an ongoing tension in OSCE assessment between global holistic judgements and the necessarily more reductionist, but arguably more objective, checklist scores. This paper develops methods to quantify the disparity between these judgements, and illustrates how such analyses can inform ongoing improvement in station quality.
Practice points

- OSCEs are well-established in many institutions and this implies that the investigation of quality issues requires a focussed approach, and the impact of particular interventions should be quantifiable.
- Substantial misalignment between checklist marks and global grades indicates quality issues at the station level.
- Existing metrics cannot always identify such problems: this paper provides a method for quantifying this misalignment that can be modified to suite local conditions.
- Within the borderline group (i.e. those with ‘borderline’ grades), a high proportion passing the station can indicate a lack of understanding of the station’s objectives on the part of assessors (similarly with a low proportion).
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Introduction

Measuring assessment quality is an essential component of high stakes assessment, encompassing a range of institutional activities that includes the selection of appropriate test formats, blueprinting content, item design, extensive post-hoc analysis of candidate performance data and the use of this data to justify assessment decisions and further improve assessment (Hays, Gupta, & Veitch, 2008; Pell, Fuller, Homer, & Roberts, 2010). The use of Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCEs) as a key form of performance assessment has gained widespread academic support as a fair, robust test format that has seen considerable research-informed development (Newble, 2004; Pell et al., 2010). OSCEs have clear strengths, especially when appropriate standard setting methodologies are employed, allowing careful specification of content, standardisation and an opportunity to undertake extensive measurement and post hoc analysis to determine assessment quality. Measurements of reliability are routinely used as an element of determining assessment quality (Streiner & Norman, 2003, Chapter 8), with an increasing focus on the value of station level metrics in the detection and remediation of a range of problems with OSCE formats (Fuller, Homer, & Pell, 2013; Pell et al., 2010).

In ‘traditional’ test formats, OSCEs have two assessment outcomes within each station, a checklist score and a global grade (other formats of the OSCE have seen a move away from checklists, for example, in the USA’s main licencing exam, the history taking checklist has been eliminated due to concerns regarding its poor discrimination). The alignment between the checklist/marking scheme score and overall global grade within a station is an important characteristic, and one would expect that in a high quality station (i.e. one that is working well as part of a reliable and valid assessment) this alignment should be strong. However, it is possible that there are candidates who have a strong checklist score, but whose global grades are poor. Conversely, there may well be candidates for whom checklist marks are low but for whom the global grade is good. The degree to which these two performance
measures are aligned, or more importantly misaligned, in this critical borderline area remains under-researched. A number of studies have looked at checklist discrepancies and/or rating discrepancies (Boulet, McKinley, Whelan, & Hambleton, 2003), but to our knowledge none has investigated discrepancies between checklist scores and global ratings in a station and what this might mean. A poor correlation between the two outcomes would indicate problems in a station. As well as poor station design and associated support materials, these problems might also include inadequate assessor training, poor behaviour by individual or groups of assessors etc. We show empirically in the results section that an acceptable correlation can allow misalignment issues concerning pass/fail decisions to exist but go unrecognised. Any degree of misalignment increases the likelihood of failing ‘competent’ students or passing ‘incompetent’ students at the station level. This is the key issue investigated in this paper.

The ability to undertake detailed post hoc analysis to explore the extent of any misalignment provides additional insight into error variance at station level and challenges assumptions about the true nature of standardisation in OSCEs (Newble, 2004). At the same time, research in these areas is complemented by a growing body of literature that seeks to understand the complex area of assessor decision making in performance testing (Govaerts, 2011; Kogan, Conforti, Bernabeo, Iobst, & Holmboe, 2011; Sadler, 2009; Yorke, 2011). Employing constructivist views of assessment, this literature reveals that the factors affecting assessor decision-making can be highly individualised, contextualised and influenced by characteristics such as assessor experience and seniority (Kogan et al., 2011; Pell & Roberts, 2006). This can be summarised as a complex interaction of test format design issues, construct, assessor behaviours and candidate performances within the OSCE environment, sometimes described as a ‘black box’ of variance (Gingerich, Regehr, & Eva, 2011; Kogan et al., 2011). Where misalignment occurs, our work seeks additional understanding of this ‘black box’ with regard to this error variance.
There is a growing dissatisfaction with ‘traditional’ (i.e. reductionist) checklist marking schedules both in healthcare and wider education (Sadler, 2009), with an accompanying growth in the use of global/domain based marking schema, supported by work that indicates that global grades are more reliable than checklist scores (Cohen, Colliver, Robbs, & Swartz, 1996; Regehr, MacRae, Reznick, & Szalay, 1998). It is important to note that some of the misalignment between scores and grades in a station can reflect poor checklist design, and that these two performance ‘scores’ may measure quite different traits. If candidate performance is measured on global grades alone, understanding of error variance is likely to be diminished, with an inability to undertake more detailed triangulation with checklist outcomes. This approach poses the real possibility that assessments take place without an ability to investigate concerns about the nature of variance in marks, implying that error in assessor judgements may be more likely to go unrecognised. Ideally, a structure of OSCE design and analysis should be implemented that generates a range of station level metrics (derived from appropriate marking schedules) that then allows for comprehensive data triangulation. Such an approach facilitates a more in-depth evaluation of the quality of the assessment, allowing exploration of the complex dynamics of performance assessments.

In exploring the concept of misalignment, this paper addresses these issues through a better understanding of the relationship at the station level between global grades and checklist scores, with a detailed investigation of the degree of misalignment between checklist-based pass/fail decisions and assessor global grades. This work also examines the ‘directionality’ of this misalignment, namely whether assessors judge more students to have passed or failed, based on global grades, than are realised by the checklist score which, under borderline methods of standard setting, determine pass/fail decisions at the station level. Investigating the level of disagreement allows the development of additional metrics to measure and explore this misalignment, including directionality, further. Additionally, we investigate the proportions of students who pass and fail each station having been assigned a global borderline grade. One might reasonably expect that these proportions are
approximately equal in well-designed stations (in essence this is the assumption behind the borderline group method of standard setting (Ben-David, 2000). Hence, when this is not the case, it will be shown that this provides additional evidence with regard to quality issues in such stations.

In summary, this paper adds to the range of post hoc quality station-level metrics which can be generated and, together with existing post hoc metrics, provides a greater understanding of error variance in stations. This in turn facilitates an enhanced focus in quality improvement at the station level. We emphasise that these metrics should be treated as diagnostic, and institutions should bear in mind that a station with poorly performing metrics can affect pass/fail decisions for the entire assessment (Fuller, Homer, & Pell, 2011).

**Methods**

**Initial exemplification and exploration**

We use OSCE data from multiple cohorts and different undergraduate year groups in a single UK Medical School to investigate the analysis of agreement between global ‘decisions’ and checklist decisions. The construct of our OSCEs, and the level and extent of post hoc analysis of station level metrics has been described in detail previously (Pell et al., 2010). Our OSCE format uses *year-specific* global grade descriptors (indexed as clear fail, borderline and three passing grades) alongside a specific marking schema that develops from a traditional checklist format in our junior OSCEs (third year) to a sophisticated ‘key features’ format in the final, qualifying OSCE (fifth year). There is a comprehensive training program for assessors which comprises group workshops, on-line refresher courses, and on-the-day pre-examination station run-throughs involving assessors from parallel circuits.
Within each station, a pass mark is calculated from all the grades/marks within the station using the Borderline Regression Method (Kramer et al., 2003; Pell & Roberts, 2006). This method of standard setting generates a range of new metrics which allows us to inspect in detail the degree of alignment of grade and checklist. To exemplify the development of our method, we analyse recent OSCE station level data from a cohort of 234 fourth year medical students (on a five year program undergraduate program). Table 1 shows candidate performance described by global grade and by the decision based on checklist performance under the borderline regression method in an individual station from this OSCE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global grade</th>
<th>Clear fail</th>
<th>Borderline</th>
<th>Clear pass</th>
<th>Very good pass</th>
<th>Excellent pass</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Checklist decision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based on set standard</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_table 1: Pass/fail decisions for a single station versus global grades awarded_

The first useful statistical measures are the overall failure rate at the station (38/230=16.5%) and the percentage in the ‘Borderline’ grade (48/234=20.9%), the latter of which is arguably high since in one in five encounters the assessors are unable to make a clear pass/fail global decision. The methods we develop will enable us to examine the congruence between the two assessor judgements: global grades and checklist marks, particularly within borderline categories.
In a typical station, one would usually expect more borderline students to pass than fail since these students are located towards the left tail of the scoring distribution, but to the right of the failing students (compare the 26 to the 22 in the Borderline column of Table 1). In this station (Table 1) the proportion of obviously ‘misclassified’ students of either type (i.e. global ‘clear pass’ but low checklist score, and vice versa) is shown in the shaded cells and is arguably quite small (9/234=3.9%). The method will be further developed and then used to explore the extent to which misclassification affects OSCE stations more generally, thereby allowing discussion of the inferences that can be drawn from such analysis.

Treatment of ‘Borderline’ grades

Ideally, to aid analysis we would like to allocate the 48 students who were awarded a ‘Borderline’ grade in this station (Table 1) to either a pass or fail overall ‘grade’. We have investigated a number of ways of doing this (not reported in detail here): for example, equal apportioning of borderline students to passing and failing, apportioning these based on frequencies of neighbourhood grades, as well as carrying out an analysis based on excluding the borderline students. These analyses indicate that the most effective approach is to classify all ‘Borderline’ students as ‘Not clear pass’, which then allows us to collapse Table 1 to a simplified format in Table 2:
We can now make more sense of the degree of misclassification in this station, as represented by the two shaded cells in the off-diagonal of Table 2. We have 15.2% (=35/230) in the off-diagonal, and ratio of 26:9 between these two cells (i.e. approximately 3:1). Nine candidates (cell ‘c’) has been awarded a global ‘clear pass’ by an assessor, but failed to achieve sufficient checklist marks, whereas 26 students achieve satisfactory checklist marks but are awarded poor global grades by assessors (cell ‘b’). These misclassifications can also be seen in the scatter graph Figure 1 (bottom right and top left sections respectively).
Figure 1: Scattergraph of checklist marks versus global grades

The latter asymmetry (c=9, b=26) indicates that assessors are unsure about awarding passing grades to students whose checklist performance is actually good enough to pass the station overall. This phenomenon often reflects a complex dynamic of variance factors — where issues about candidate performance (e.g. safe practice or professional behaviour) are not appropriately represented in the checklist, but are instead revealed through assessors’ overall decisions as reflected in the global grade. We will examine different examples of misclassification later in the results section.
Formulating measures of misclassification

One of the key areas of research in this study is to explore the possibility of developing useful metrics to quantify the degree of misalignment that is present in Table 2, as a step towards highlighting stations that require further investigation.

We wish to test whether or not there is a ‘significant’ difference between two dichotomous ‘pass/fail’ measures on the same subjects (see Table 2). The McNemar test (Field, 2013, p. 555) is designed to assess precisely whether such a difference in paired nominal data is statistically significant. This test focuses on the shaded elements in the off-diagonal of Table 2 using the following formula:

$$\chi^2 = \frac{(b-c)^2}{(b+c)}$$

For the station illustrated in Table 2, this gives a McNemar value of 8.3. Under the null hypothesis of no difference between the two measures, this follows a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom, so that the critical value is 3.84 for a standard 5% test of no difference between the two measures, suggesting a significant level of misclassification.

We would obviously expect a strong association between the global and checklist decisions, and whilst the McNemar test is sensitive to absolute differences between b and c, it is not sensitive to the actual proportion of students amongst the whole cohort present in the off-diagonal, thus not capturing the effect size of the misclassification. To overcome this limitation, we propose a modification that additionally takes account of the off-diagonal proportion in the cohort. For convenience purposes, we have labelled this the ‘Pell-McNemar’ (PM) misclassification measure:
\[ PM = \frac{(b-c)^2}{(b+c)} \times \frac{(b+c)}{MN} = \frac{(b-c)^2}{MN} \]

i.e. \[ PM = \frac{(b-c)^2}{MN} \]

(formula 1)

Here \( N \) is the total number of students in the assessment, and \( M \) is a judgement of the proportion misclassified in the cohort that is considered reasonable. Given the multiple factors that contribute to assessor variance, we have modelled a range of values for \( M \), showing that a misclassification rate of 10% (i.e. \( M=0.1 \)) is a useful threshold value for similar assessment programmes with a stable assessor population. Newer programmes, or those which have yet to acquire a stable pool of trained and experienced assessors, might model an adjusted range of this value, presumably higher than 10%. Whilst the PM statistic should not be used for formal significance testing, our empirical work indicates that as a diagnostic tool a PM value of \( \geq 4 \) highlights a need for further investigation of underlying reasons for misclassification in the station.

The values of the McNemar and PM statistics for the data in Table 2 are 8.3 and 12.6 respectively. So on both measures we conclude that there is a ‘significant’ misalignment between the checklist and global grade pass/fail ‘decisions’ and hence that further investigation of the performance of this station should be considered; for example, reviewing the congruence between checklist and assessor support material.

Applying this approach, but for the borderline group only, we also calculate a McNemar and a PM measure as per the formulae above but with the equivalent of \( b \) and \( c \) values from the borderline group only (and in the on-diagonals zeroes). So, \( b \) is the number of borderline students passing, and \( c \) is the number failing. High values of these measures suggest that in awarding a global grade, the assessors might use additional candidate behaviours which are
not captured in the checklist. This can work to either the student's advantage or disadvantage in their global grade and will affect the station pass mark.

Across a selection of stations taken from a number of OSCE assessments, these measures will now be explored in more detail in the Results section. Our detailed analysis of OSCE assessments over the last four years indicates that in approximately 15-20% of stations there is either substantial disparity between global grades and checklist scores, or substantial asymmetry in pass/fail outcomes in the borderline group, or both.

**Results – Application in Practice**

Having developed the model, we now apply it to OSCE data from two successive final (fifth year undergraduate) year qualifying examinations to consider our new metrics alongside some well-known pre-existing metrics (Pell et al., 2010). Our final year stations use a ‘key features’ approach to checklist marking, forming a hybrid between a traditional checklist and global/domain grades alone. We use this data to illustrate how an analysis of ‘disparity’ provides additional insight into OSCE quality, complementing existing forms of post-hoc analysis.

From a composite selection of stations from two OSCEs assessments, Table 3 illustrates the array of station level metrics now available to assist interpretation as part of measuring OSCE quality. We have used Station 6 in this table to highlight the issues of misclassification (Tables 1 and 2) in the earlier methods section. Table 3 combines a ‘standard set of metrics’ (columns 2-5) as previously described in the literature (Pell et al., 2010), whilst the remaining columns report the new metrics that investigate levels of misclassification. We have selected a number of stations from across both final level OSCE
examinations to demonstrate how the new misclassification metrics provide a greater level of interpretation.

For each station, we have also focused on the misclassification in the borderline group in detail (last three columns of Table 3).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Inter-grade Discrimination</th>
<th>Number of Failures (cohort size ~250-300)</th>
<th>% of Between-group variation</th>
<th>Checklist pass/Global clear pass</th>
<th>Checklist fail/Global clear pass</th>
<th>Checklist pass/Global not clear pass</th>
<th>Checklist fail/Global not clear pass</th>
<th>% in the off-diagonal (i.e. mis-diagnosed)</th>
<th>Asymmetry in the off-diagonal</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>% Passing</th>
<th>Number passing</th>
<th>McNemar</th>
<th>% of Total cohort</th>
<th>Number failing</th>
<th>McNemar</th>
<th>PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Full set of OSCE metrics for selected stations from two OSCE assessments

1 The students counted in this cell are a subset of the students Checklist pass/Global not clear pass (i.e. of those in the top right cell of the Pass/fail grid)

2 The students counted in this cell are a subset of the students Checklist fail/Global not clear pass (i.e. of those in the bottom right cell of the Pass/fail grid)
Stations with established problems based on existing station level metrics

As part of the validation of the new metrics, we examine their application where existing station level metrics already highlight concerns about quality. In Table 3, station 3 shows a poor r-squared value with an accompanying low value for the slope of the regression line (inter-grade discrimination), already suggesting that the station is not discriminating well between students based on ability. From this analysis, we would anticipate there to be a wide range of checklist marks for each global grade. The pass/fail grid reveals a high level of asymmetry in the off-diagonal with three times as many candidates (25:8) achieving a global pass grade from assessor but poor checklist marks compared to those not achieving a global pass whilst having good checklist marks.

Both the McNemar test and the PM measure indicate significant levels of misalignment in the two assessor judgements for this station. The borderline group is small (7%) and, alongside the evidence of misalignment, this indicates that whilst many assessors are making decisive global passing decisions in this station, these do not always concur with the checklist marks awarded. As a result of the small proportion of students judged to be borderline, the asymmetry within the borderline group is not judged important by the PM measure, although using the McNemar measure this would be significant. This contrasts with metrics in stations 7 and 8 (Table 3), which both have large numbers in the borderline group.

In summary, the additional use of the misalignment measures shows that in this station, assessors are almost certainly measuring different traits/attributes in their global grades compared to those specified in the checklist. This could be an example of the hawks and doves phenomenon, but occurring in just one of the two station measures (i.e. checklist scores or global grades). More detailed support material might be required as assessors...
appear to be using differential assessment criteria when awarding the global grade that are not reflected in the checklist, perhaps based on personal experience.

**Stations with no ‘apparent’ problems**

We now examine stations where the ‘standard’ set of metrics would not highlight underlying quality issues in respect of assessor decision making and judgements. This analysis reveals a central theme: candidates as a whole achieve comparatively better performance (determined by the checklist score) than would be expected by assessors’ prediction (determined by the global grade).

Station 1 provides a useful illustration of this theme. The station has ‘acceptable’ standard metrics based around a R square value >0.5, good inter-grade discrimination and a low number of failures. However, the pass/fail grid reveals that there are 12 candidates who failed based on key features checklist score, but who were awarded a clear pass global grade, and 23 candidates in the converse position. This misalignment exceeds our threshold value (PM=4.5 compared to the suggested cut-off of 4). Examining the borderline group in detail, we see that 16.5% of the cohort (i.e. 1 in 6) are in this group, and further that there are approximately equal numbers who actually pass or fail in the borderline group. This suggests that assessors are generally having difficulty in making global decisions. Note, this issue is not apparent in the pre-existing station level metrics. The relatively high proportion of the borderline group suggests a more widespread problem for assessors, which would merit investigation of the efficacy of existing assessor support material for this station.

Station 2 shows a similar pattern to station 1 in respect of misclassification, but with a smaller proportion of students (17 out of 272), meaning that both McNemar and PM
measures are not significant. However, a closer inspection shows that 12.5% of the cohort has been recorded as borderline by assessors. The directionality of the classification in this group shows that more students end up failing (24) than passing (10). This analysis suggests either (i) assessor dissatisfaction with the item checklist and a subsequent reluctance to award failing grades to those who ultimately do fail, or (ii) a tendency of assessors to over-rate candidate performance in the global grade, perhaps based on other observed aspects of a candidate’s performance.

**Stations with relatively high numbers of ‘Borderline’ students**

As a final part of the work examining the impact of the misalignment measure, we review stations where the proportion of borderline grades awarded is relatively ‘high’. Station 8, which focusses on medico-legal responsibilities after the death of a patient, has the highest proportion of borderline grades (25.2% of the whole cohort) amongst the stations listed in Table 3. Review of traditional station level metrics (columns 2 to 5) shows an acceptably performing station, but with a high number of student failures.

There is a high level of asymmetry in the direction of assessor (global) predictions, primarily focused on assessor overall concerns with students who are achieving adequate checklist marks (25 vs. 4). However, when we examine the borderline group only, the majority (36 out of 58) fail the station (with 22 passing) – suggesting that assessors are reluctant to award failing grades to failing students. This would point to assessor uncertainty with regard to the construct the station is intending to measure despite an established programme of assessor training.

**Discussion**
The continued drive towards authenticity and integration within clinical performance assessment has been accompanied by an increased awareness of the complex dynamic between station construct, candidate performance and assessor decision making, particularly within OSCE settings. At the heart of this dynamic exists a need for institutions to demonstrate the overall quality of the OSCE, and an established series of measurements are employed to calculate overall test reliability, station level quality metrics and increasingly, error variance estimates (Pell et al., 2010). This requirement has prompted further investigation into the multiple contributions to error and variance within the OSCE, allowing both recognition and improvement of structural, systematic and construct related factors (Fuller et al., 2013). Despite this, there remains a large degree of ‘noise’ in performance testing, recently conceptualised within workplace assessment settings as a ‘black box’ (Kogan et al., 2011).

Researchers have begun to unpack this ‘noise’, and work within healthcare assessment has focused on assessor behaviours and decision making in the complex, changing nature of the OSCE station (Govaerts, 2011). Work from other professional disciplines has highlighted a wider tension between the balance of global grades and checklists/marking rubrics, revealing active ‘transgressions’ as assessors trust of holistic, global judgements overrides their use of checklist criteria (Marshall, 2000). Other work reveals the challenges of using global grades and descriptors alone, as assessors seek to make sense of complex constructs such as ‘safety’ or ‘professionalism’ within descriptors. Such constructs are often represented by single words, and despite assessor training, multiple re-interpretations lead to variation in judgements – with some researchers conceptualising this as anticipated variance, rather than just simply error Govaerts, van der Vleuten, Schuwirth, & Muijtjens, 2007). This complex dynamic has been conceptualised through a series of observations as ‘indeterminancy’, challenging the theoretical background to the accepted use of checklists, rubrics and grading schemes (Sadler, 2009).
As OSCE developers, how can we ‘bridge’ the gap between our ability to measure variance factors and understand these contributory factors in the context of our own assessments and environments? Whilst an extensive literature exists in respect of the use of global grades and checklists within OSCEs (Cunnington, Neville, & Norman, 1996; Humphrey-Murto & MacFadyen, 2002; Wan et al., 2011), little has been done to explore the nature of the alignment between the two. The premise of our work is that such measures could help us understand the extent and nature of misalignment, particularly at the critical ‘borderline’ of pass/fail, and then better understand some of the ‘quality’ challenges facing us at the station level. We encourage other institutions to model the PM calculations using their own data to determine the most suitable values of the parameters M and N (formula 1) to meet local conditions.

This study has revealed the extent of misalignment between assessors’ checklist decisions and their ‘predictions’ (i.e. the global grades) across a range of different academic cohorts and levels of assessment in a large scale OSCE. Within stations with ‘adverse’ standard station level metrics (Fuller et al., 2013; Pell et al., 2010), the misalignment measures complement these well, highlighting where assessors are dissatisfied with station and checklist constructs. As stated earlier in the introduction, the misalignment could be the result of a number of problems (including but not limited to, for example, assessor training, support materials, ‘rogue’ assessors and so on). Of more importance is the deeper insight into stations which might have been judged as ‘acceptable’ based on pre-existing metrics. The unsatisfactory characteristic of many of these stations lies in assessor judgement of the borderline group. Interpreting the misalignment measure in this context reveals different directionalities – with assessors showing difficulty in awarding fail grades and a tendency to over rate student performance in the borderline group. Such findings resonate with assessors awarding ‘bestowed credit’ – rewarding or penalising other candidate activities that are not featured within grading and checklist systems, and an activity that has been identified as a threat to the fidelity of performance assessments (Sadler, 2010).
We estimate that the incidence of substantial asymmetry of pass/fail outcomes within the borderline group occurs in approximately 10% of stations. In other words, there are incidences where the large majority of candidates in the borderline group pass the station (or, conversely, fail the station). Hence, the mean mark for this borderline group, giving the cut-score as per the borderline group method, is lower (or higher) than that under the borderline regression method. We would argue from a quality perspective that this is further evidence in favour of BRM, since under the borderline group method these issues would remain unknown.

A key limitation of our work is that it is undertaken in a single institution’s assessment system, albeit with data spread over different stages of the course and over a number of cohorts. Although some of the approaches described might initially appear complex, we feel the methods used in this paper are quite easily replicated and make use of routinely available assessment data. We would be happy to correspond with those interested in replicating this work in a multi-centre study. This data sharing across institutions would allow further investigation of the generalisability of the findings presented in this paper.

Finally, an on-going problem is that of the apparent ‘cost’ of such detailed, psychometric analyses within OSCE settings. However, previous work examining longitudinal improvements to the OSCE has highlighted the benefit of such in-depth approaches, particularly when headline whole-exam metrics are acceptable (Fuller et al., 2013). The application of these in-depth post hoc approaches reduces the likelihood of the confounding of multiple station-level problems when measuring the effect of change at the station level. We feel that this paper, whilst furthering the range of numerical/technical post hoc analysis of OSCE data, helps reframe the value of the psychometrics within the ‘post-psychometric era’ (Hodges, 2013) and provides a practical approach to exploring the impact of the complexities of ‘how’ assessors assess.
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